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light, so it's best to use naturally light weight fibers like cotton, linen, jute, or sisal. The over-all effect should be lightweight with a touch of exoticism. Of course, you can embellish the tiki décor with more unusual decor, like a hot-pink, cotton webbing boa, or an old-fashioned lighthouse on your banquet
table. For a $20 decor item, one of those old-fashioned lamps would add a nice touch, or you can buy a few $10 ceramic lightas, and set them on your table. Two-tone tiki lamps can make a dramatic statement, especially when you use the same shades for both the tiki lamps and the place settings. The
quality of tiki lamps will vary considerably. We prefer to purchase the lamps from retailers who offer a 30-day return policy. But if you do not mind a lamp being returned, the retailer, Ikea or Urban Outfitters, are both good places to find a reasonably priced tiki lamp. If you can find a good tiki lamp at a

tiny stores, that's usually better than a huge discount at a chain
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"Flowers" PLS-CADD : Pls Cadd is an application that allows you to design and create maps or diagrams
based on a set of nodes or points (Straighten lines, curves, circles). Integrated into the Windows Explorer
interface, Pls Cadd handles all the needed actions to save, export, print, render and connect the nodes to

create a map or diagram. * View the 2D/3D files directly from windows explorer. * Sketch on screen,
arrange the nodes and see the effect immediately. * Perform all the post-sketching operations, such as
rotating the nodes, moving them, changing their shape, connected or disconnected them. * Applet will

automatically runs the sketch, resulting in a graph view in your windows explorer. * Node/Point selection
(non-selected nodes will not move during your sketching). * Save all the sketches as images. * Export the
design to a number of formats supported by Visio, including both PDF and PNG formats. Basic Features: *
Basic features such as rotation, scaling, perspective change and transparency will work with any design
file such as Visio, AutoCAD, CorelDraw, etc. * Create a design of a map on screen (Visual Sketching) *
Change the shape of nodes (edit) * Connect the nodes * Draw a node or n nodes on screen * View the
map * Export a design to any number of formats * Save a design or a series of designs as a JPEG, PDF,

PNG, BMP and TIFF * See a 2D/3D view of the map or diagram * Select the nodes on the map * Rotate the
map or diagram on screen * Grab the map, place it on the desktop * Draw a node or n nodes on the
desktop * Save as JPEG, PNG or BMP * Open a the design or a series of designs in Visio, AutoCAD,

CorelDraw etc.. * Open a file in any software which can read a Visio file format (.vxd) * Open a Visio file
format (.vxd) and convert it to any format that Visio supports * Open a Visio file format (.vxd) and convert

it to any format that Visio supports * 6d1f23a050
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